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From: David Vito \
To: Richard Barkley
Date: 9/10/02 2:54PM
Subject: Re: New Allegation 2002-A-01 16 (the bogus pee sample guy)

I agree tthat most of the issues lack significance. But based on the urgency with this was presented to me
(as an NOV response requiring allegation followup), my guess is that the ORA office wants us to move on
this quickly. I don't see why Glen can't discuss these at the ARB next week. If there are specific items
that you feel we have already reviewed and/or answered, please make them known to Glen so that he can
articulate them at the ARB (so we don't so anything dumb, like refer an issue to the licensee that either
we've already looked at they've already responded to).

>>> Richard BarkleyO9/1t102 10:35AM >>>
Dave,

I read over this guy's additional concerns (#246) that you E-mailed me. When do you envision putting
this one on the APM schedule? (I am asking because I am on the road the next two weeks.)

Looking at the new concerns, I don't see anything worth pursuing at this point. Concern #2 regarding the
Maintenance Supervisor is old second-hand info. The parties apparently "smoked the peace pipe" on this
one and the issue was resolved internally.

Concern #3 is an industrial safety issue and outside our area of authority.

Concern #4 is another industrial safety issue that we processed as an allegation during the Hope Creek
outage - I see nothing new here.

Concern #5 is a resource issue that should be handled internal to PSEG. Whatever minor personnel
contamination events occurred, they did not rise to a level that constituted a violation of NRC
requirements.

Concern #6 regarding supervisory oversight does not merit attention. The aberrant behavior we are
worried about involves potential threats to the facility, not personal stress that is largely directed inward.
The alleger is responsible for his own actions - No supervisor can detect when an employee might do
something stupid like smoke a joint on the weekend and then submit a bogus pee sample to cover it up.

I hope this helps - Glenn can put together an APM sheet based on this info if I am out when you do the
panel.

Richard S. Barkley, P.E.
Senior Project Engineer, NRC Region I
6101337-5065
Fax 610/337-5349/5354

CC: Glenn Meyer; Sharon Johnson


